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OFFERING
WIDE RANGE OF 

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
PET Preforms

PET/HDPE/PETG Bottles and Jars,
Caps and closures,

BIO-D Products

VISIT US



Teknobyte India Pvt. Ltd.
Manufacturer and Supplier of all type of PET PREFORMS, PET 
BOTTLE &JARS, PETG,HDPE, CAPS & CLOSURES, BIO-D
PRODUCTS
CERTIFICATECERTIFICATE

WELCOME
TO THE COMPANY

COMPANY MEMBER OF ALL INDIA PLASTIC MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
REGISTERED WITH MSME, GOVERNMENT OF NCT OF DELHI
ISO 9001: 2015CERTIFIED
FDA CERTIFIED

We are identified as a leading manufacturer, supplier, and 
exporter of PET PREFORMS, PET BOTTLE & JARS, PETG, HDPE, 
CAPS & CLOSURES, and BIO-D PRODUCTS. Manufactured 
using best quality food-grade material, which is sourced by us 
from authentic vendors of the market. Available in A variety of 
sizes, shapes, designs, and specifications, Products are 
acclaimed for their fine finishing, recyclable and leak-proof 
nature. On-time deliveries of orders, competitive prices, simple 
payment options, and customer-based policies have enabled 
us to gain the loyalty of numerous patrons.



PRESENTING WIDE RANGE OF 

AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

PET PREFORMS, PET/HDPE/PETG Bottles, and Jars
Caps and Closures, PP Resin



Teknobyte India Pvt. Ltd.
ABOUT US

Over a decade of industrial experience has enabled us to gain 
rich expertise in the domain of Pet Preforms. Teknobyte India 
Pvt. Ltd. started its business operations in the year 1995 and 
since then, there is no looking back. Our company has marked 
its authority in the domestic as well as international market. We 
have come a long way in the industry and have created an 
indelible identity as a manufacturer, supplier, and exporter of:

In all these years, we have mastered the art of offering a 
flawless product range and providing quality client service. We 
constantly focus on expanding our expertise in product 
innovation as well as development in order to meet the specific 
requirements of our clients. Through strong business ethics 
and remarkable quality of products, we have served our 
reputed international clientele based in Ethiopia, Nepal, 
Malaysia, Dubai, Kuwait, and more...

PET PREFORMS
PET BOTTLES AND JARS
HDPE BOTTLES AND JARS
CAPS AND CLOSURES
BIO-D PRODUCT



What we believe in is quality.What we deliver is quality

COMPANY
VISION & VALUE

OUR VISION
To emerge as an environmentally sustainable, energy-efficient, and cost-effective packaging 
solutions manufacturer and exporter. Serving industries across various segments of society. 
Teknobyte India believes that our responsible actions will progressively affect future
generations.  

OUR VALUE
Through our dedicated approach and ability to surpass our clients' expectations, we have 
achieved numerous accomplishments. Before are some of the several reasons that have 
determined our enormous corporate status in the international market.

Rich experience
Ability to meet clients specifications
User friendly product range
Economical pricing
Stringent quality mechanism
Sturdy infrastructure
Prompt services
Strong business ethics.



A preform is an intermediate product that is subsequently 
blown into a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) container. 
Preforms vary in neck finish, weight, color, and shape, and 
are specifically designed to meet the needs of customers 
in different market segments.

Preforms are manufactured from polyethylene terephthal-
ate (PET), so they are called PET preforms. They are 
produced by Teknobyte India using a highly-accurate 
injection molding process on equipment from the leading 
world vendors.

Due to streamline manufacturing set-up, we control the 
design resulting in uniform shape and dimensional 
accuracy of the preforms this contributes to high demand 
at home and abroad.

Since 1995, Teknobyte India Pvt. Ltd has been involved in 
the production of plastic bottles jars on a large scale. We 
prove a wide range of plastic containers in different 
shapes and sizes. Most of the bottles & jars that we 
produce use PET as a raw material. PET is basically a 
polymer, which stands for Poly-Ethylene terephthalate.

These bottles are commonly used to store all kinds of
beverages like carbonated beverages, water, juices, food
products as well as personal care products for longer
period of time. They generally, possess high degree of
resistance and high tensile strength. Their unique qualities
and strength make them environmental friendly. These
PET bottles can also be recycled and reused, which make
them an ideal and trustworthy options for users. These
user friendly PET Bottles are mostly transparent in nature
but our customers can access them in multiple colours
and shapes

PET
BOTTLES & JARS

PET
PREFORMS

PETG
BOTTLE & JARS

We are one of the first manufacturers who have started the 
production of PETG bottles in India. PETG helps us to 
manufacture bottles and jars which are not possible to be 
manufactured in existing polymers and infrastructure. 
Polyethylene terephthalate glycol, known as PETG or 
PET-G, is a thermoplastic polyester that delivers signifi-
cant chemical resistance, durability, and formability for 
manufacturing. PETG is an adaptation of PET (Polyeth-
ylene terephthalate) where the ‘G’ stands for glycol, which 
is added at a molecular level to offer different chemical 
properties. PET uses the same monomers as the 
glycol-modified PETG, but PETG has greater strength and 
durability, as well as being more impact resistant and 
better suited to higher temperatures. PETG is safe for use 
For food containers and bottles for drinks. It is also fully 
recyclable, which reduces waste and the potential 
negative environmental impact.

PRODUCTS
To ensure the high quality of our products, we procure raw materials from reliable vendors in the industry. Superior quality of raw materi-
als helps us in laying a strong foundation of our range as well as adds to the product strength and durability. The range offered by us 
encompasses:

OUR ASSURED QUALITY



PLASTIC CAP 
& CLOSURES

We offer a variety of Plastic Caps and Closures, like flip top 
caps, double flip top caps, and seal caps for different 
sizes.

All our caps and closures of tubes and bottles are 
designed by using modern and advanced technologies. 
Single and double flip top caps containers are seen in 
personal care products, such as shampoos, face washes, 
toothpaste, creams, etc.

Our clients can order the flip and seal plastic top caps and 
closures of different capacities for various tubes and 
bottles in multiple colors as per their requirements.

PP
RESIN

PP stands for polypropylene, and it's one of the most 
commonly used types of plastic in the world today. You 
can find PP in all types of plastic goods and plastic 
packaging, for example in household items such as food 
packaging, bottle caps, yogurt pots, textiles, and much 
more. It is also common to find it in more rigid plastics that 
are easily molded such as garden furniture or automotive 
materials. PP became popular because of its high 
strength-to-weight ratio: Whilst high-density polyethylene 
is known for its high density used in items such as sham-
poo bottles, recycling bins, plastic carrier bags, and piping. 
PP plastic is surprisingly sturdy given how light it is 
Recyclable PP carries the number five logo. Our range of 
PP granules is known for

- high colour quality
- purity
- balance composition

HDPE
BOTTLES 
AND JARS

Teknobyte India Pvt. Ltd. is one of the most renowned 
manufacturers and suppliers of HDPE plastic bottles & Jars 
globally. This High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) bottles are 
vastly used to store health sufficient beverages, like milk 
and juices. Our HDPE bottles are certified under ISO 9001 
standards. This ensures the quality of our products.

Unlike, PET bottles these high-density polyethylene bottles 
are translucent in nature, and are available in multiple 
colors to enhance their look. Their flexible and impact-re-
sistant nature has made them applicable for different 
individual purposes, like toilet cleaner bottles and shampoo 
bottles that contain high chemical content.

Our valuable customers can order these HDPE Bottles in 
multiple colors, Shapes & sizes.

To ensure high quality of our products, we procure raw materials from reliable vendors in the industry. Superior quality of raw materials 
help us in laying a strong foundation of our range as well as adds to the strength and durability. The range offered by us encompasses:

OUR ASSURED QUALITY
PRODUCTS



VOL= 5000,6000,7000 ML
(PET)



OLIVE 5000
NECK SIZE = 36 MM CTC

 
WEIGHT = 95 GM

VOLUME = 5000 ML

BODY DIAMETER = 147 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 264 MM

192/5000/36/95



OIL 5000

NECK SIZE = 120MM

WEIGHT = 100 GM

VOLUME = 5000 ML

BODY DIAMETER = 164 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 280 MM



PHENYL 5000 JAR
NECK SIZE = 46 MM

WEIGHT = 80 GM

VOLUME = 5000 ML

BODY DIAMETER = 156 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 326 MM



SAMAG 5000
NECK SIZE = 120MM

WEIGHT = 100

VOLUME = 5000ML

BODY DIAMETER = 135 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 331 MM



DHOLKI 5OOO ML
NECK SIZE = 120MM

WEIGHT = 290GM

VOLUME = 5000 ML

BODY DIAMETER = 202 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 250 MM



TRISHUL 5000 
VOLUME = 5000ML

WEIGHT = 90GM

NECK SIZE = 46MM

BODY DIAMETER = 153 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 354 MM



NEW NUTRITION 6
NECK SIZE = 120MM

WEIGHT = 275GM

VOLUME = 6000 ML

BODY DIAMETER = 177 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 280 MM

P43/6000/120/275



FATTY 6000
NECK SIZE = 120 MM

WEIGHT = 120 GM

VOLUME = 6000ML

BODY DIAMETER = 180 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 272 MM



SYNTHA PLAIN
NECK SIZE = 120 MM

WEIGHT = 290 GM

VOLUME = 6000 ML
 

BODY DIAMETER = 188 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 280 MM



SYNTHA 6
NECK SIZE = 120MM 

WEIGHT = 290 GM

VOLUME = 7000 ML

BODY DIAMETER = 203 MM

TOTAL HEIGHT = 268 MM



VOL.=1010-8000 ML
(HDPE)



HD 7 JAR
TYPE = JAR

VOLUME = 7000 ML

WEIGHT = 270GM



www.teknobyteindia.com

md@teknobyteindia.com
priyam@teknobyteindia.com

+91 9999799800
+91 9999799602

CONTACT US

Managing Director
Mr Jitender Aggarwal

Director
Priyam Aggarwal

What we believe in is quality,
what we deliver is quality

GET IN TOUCH

Plot No. 342-343, Sector-D, DSIIDC
Industrial Area, Bhorgargh,
(Bawana Part -2) Delhi - 110040


